Mojo Cloud WiFi for K-12

Lowest K-12 pricing in the industry

Why Mojo
for K-12

Future-proof your WiFi with seamless secure cloud-managed
wireless
Protect your students and your data with best-in-class security
Always be prepared for online testing
Reduce your IT spend and network downtime
Integration with Google for Education
Make your E-Rate dollars go farther

With Mojo Networks, we have seen a dramatic increase in performance, with
little to no issues regarding the network saving my team up to ten hours a week
in time spent troubleshooting network access problems.“
-Jeff Davis, Director of Technology, Knob Noster School District

Simply Brilliant Cloud WiFi
Mojo delivers secure, high-performance WiFi that is deeply intelligent and immensely
scalable. Cognitive WiFi™, Mojo’s cloud-managed WiFi solution, applies artificial
intelligence to the wireless network at a degree that is only possible by harnessing
the limitless computing power and storage capacity of the cloud. The result is a
brilliant self-driving network that enables businesses to achieve stellar network
performance and unsurpassed data protection, while reducing IT costs and
minimizing network troubleshooting time.
Mojo’s award-winning 802.11ac Wave 2 access points feature 4:4 MU-MIMO
capability, best-in-class security, and exceptional performance. The built-in third
radio increases network uptime by simulating a client device and proactively
resolving issues before they impact WiFi users.

www.mojonetworks.com

The Future of K-12 Education WiFi
Cloud
An API-driven cloud
architecture with the
reliability, accessibility,
security, ease of use, and
scalability needed to support
every WiFi workflow.

- Patrick Moran, Business Administrator/
Board Secretary, Educational Services

Faster deployment and roll-out
of campus wide WiFi to enable
digital learning
Simplified management of
distributed networks through
Mojo’s cloud dashboard
True zero touch deployment, as
access points become fully
functional minutes after they are
plugged in
Seamless integration with
Google for Education

Enterprise-grade intelligent
access points that deliver
reliable, high-performance
networks, and proactively secure
the air utilizing a multi-function
3rd radio.

Mojo awarded the
school product of
the year award 2017

I selected Mojo Networks over Aruba
and Cisco, saved money for my district
and couldn’t be happier.”

Simplicity

Access Points

Safety
Provides complete control of the
wireless to keep students
confined within your wireless
network and only from approved
devices
Keep CIPA compliance in check
Ensures students and teachers
are safe as they interact with
learning applications
#1 rated by Gartner for wireless
security, six consecutive years
25+ US and international patents,
and SOC 2 Type 1 & 2 attestation
for security within the cloud

Savings
Mojo 100% cloud offering removes
on-site, expensive controller
appliances keeping the costs low.
No need for complicated or costly
upgrades; the Mojo Cloud is
always up-to-date with the latest
capabilities
Access to the latest software and
product enhancements
Simple licensing to make the
E-Rate application process move
smoothly and predictably

Mojo Cloud Subscription Includes: Cognitive WiFi™ | WIPS | Guest Access | Analytics & Reporting | 24/7 Global Support
About Mojo Networks, Inc.
At Mojo, we’re shaking up the Enterprise WiFi industry. We know that customers are ready for a modern WiFi network that doesn’t rely on
outdated controllers and proprietary hardware. Our cloud-managed WiFi solution is based on a radical vision for creating networks that reach
new heights in performance, security, scalability, and ease-of-use. Founded in 2003 and headquartered in Mountain View, CA, Mojo Networks
delivers brilliant WiFi to many of the world’s top brands and highest levels of government. Serving over 2500 customers, Mojo has shipped
over 450,000 access points and supports over 50 million devices per week on our cloud infrastructure. Learn more about our vision and
products at www.mojonetworks.com.
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